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Check list for references: 
 

1. Begin each reference on a separate line; first line indented using a single tab. Do not put a 
space between references nor have extra space before or after each reference. 

2. References should not be numbered, and they should be arranged in alphabetical order. 
3. Authors 

a. Surname followed by initials (no comma between surname and initials, no periods after 
initials) 

b. No “and” before last author’s name 
c. “et al.” is not allowed 

4. Year of publication 
a. To follow authors’ names, in parentheses 
b. If there are two (or more) similar references in the text (same authors, same year) that 

refer to different references, they should be denoted a, b, etc., e.g., Jones A, Smith B 
(2008a)…. 
Jones A, Smith B (2008b) 

5. Title of paper 
a. Only the first word should start with a capital 
b. Exception: names should always start with a capital regardless of their position in the 

title 
c. End with a period 

6. Name of journal (using PubMed’s standard abbreviations); no period at the end of the 
abbreviated words, regular characters (i.e., not italic) 

7. Volume number in bold, followed by a colon (:) and a space 
8. Inclusive page numbers, in full, e.g., 871-878 (871-8 is not acceptable). 
9. A very recent paper may not yet have been published, but is still in press. In that case, write:  , 

(comma) in press. after the name of the journal. 
10. A period at the end. 

 
11. Reference to a single- or multi-author book: 
3, 4, 5 as above 
6. Title of book (Upper and lower case, e.g., “A Description of the Bone Healing Process”), followed 
by name and city of publisher, page-range (see 8 above) or chapter cited. 
 
12. Reference to proceedings or a book edited by an editor: 
3, 4, 5 as above followed by 
6. In: Title of book or proceedings (Upper and lower case), followed by name of editor(s), e.g. 
(Johnson C, ed) or (Johnson C, Davies D, eds), followed by name and city of publisher, page-range 
(see 8 above) or chapter cited. 

 


